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The Importance of Being Earnest, by Oscar Wilde

In A Nutshell
The Importance of Being Earnest, Oscar Wilde’s last and most famous play, debuted in 

London on February 14, 1895. Wilde’s fans wildly anticipated this new play and sunk their 

fangs into any breaking news of it. To protect his work-in-progress from prying eyes, Wilde's 

company gave it the working title Lady Lancing, who is mentioned once in Act III of the play. 

 

At the time, Wilde was at the height of his success. But just a few months later his boyfriend’s 

father sent an insulting letter calling him a "somdomite" – yep, he misspelled it. A humiliating 

trial was set in motion, and Wilde was convicted of "gross indecency" and sentenced to two 

years of hard labor. 

 

"Life is too important a thing ever to talk seriously about it," wrote Wilde in one of his first 

plays, Vera or The Nihilists. Long interested in the combination of the serious with the trivial, 

Oscar Wilde experimented with different proportions of each in his plays like a baker trying to 

get the perfect sugar to salt ratio in chocolate chip cookies. By the time Wilde wrote The 

Importance of Being Earnest he had perfected his recipe. 

 

The Importance of Being Earnest is funny all the time. There is nothing earnest about this 

play, at least on the surface. It’s a satire of the Victorian era, when an intricate code of 

behavior governed everything from communication to sexuality. The most important rules 

applied to marriage – always a popular topic in Victorian plays, and one that interested Wilde,
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who was married to a woman but sexually involved with men. 

 

During the Victorian period, marriage was about protecting your resources, and keeping

socially unacceptable impulses under control. We can see this at work in the The Importance

of Being Earnest, usually when the social referee, Lady Bracknell, blows her whistle. Her two

main concerns are class and money. Jack is a no-go because he doesn't know who his parents

are (i.e., his class is unknown). Lady Bracknell is concerned that he might be a butler in

disguise who will squander her daughter Gwendolen’s wealth. One character in particular,

Cecily, becomes a lot more interesting when her fortune is mentioned. The ridiculous end of

the play – three engagements in five minutes – is a "happy" one because everyone gets

together. But think about it – they only get together because their social and economic fitness

for each other is demonstrated.
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Big Picture Study Questions

1 By the end of the play, has Jack really learned the importance of being earnest? Why or

why not?

2 What is each of the four main character ’s relationship to reality? How do they cope,

romanticize, or escape from it?

3 What is the girls ’ fascination with the name, Ernest? What does it have to do with their

romantic idealizations? How are names used to indicate character (or not) in the play?
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